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1. 
The first time – 

why so important?



„Can I?”, „Should I?”

Whether I want to make 
another one?

Going out of comfort zone!

Magic frontier of the first edit



Game changer: 
Visual Editor

No big deal! (?)

Anonymity

Why the first time on Wiki can be easy?



2. 
Typical editing 

workshops



that has 
something in 

common

Organised for a 
group

David Mark from Pixabay, free for commercial use,  no attribution required



Time-boxed!

Time-consuming 
preparation
Not all participants active

Issues



Expected outcome

Preparation effort
MediaModifier from Pixabay, free for commercial use,  no attribution required



Alternatives needed!



3. 
Why do we need 

editors?



““(…) to give free access to the 
sum of all human knowledge.”



Wikipedia is all 
about its content



First time in Wiki

A lot of readers

Empower them

Where are the editors?

Bar  must be low enough for the first time



„casual editing”



Perform basic tasks by the way, during 
reading

Wiki got accessible

2000 active editors on Polish Wikipedia 
will not fulfil Wikipedia mission

https://stats.wikimedia.org/v2/#/pl.wikipedia.org/contributing/active-editors/normal|line|2-year|~total|monthly

Why casual editing?

Those who prefer to write new articles 
will find their way to Wiki anyway

https://stats.wikimedia.org/v2/#/pl.wikipedia.org/contributing/active-editors/normal%7Cline%7C2-year%7C~total%7Cmonthly


4. 
Workshops



Two sessions for high school students

One session for a local association

Four workshops

One 3-hours workshop for people 
interested in contemporary music

https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Glissando:_wikimaraton_wok%C3%B3%C5%82_kobiet_d%C5%B
Awi%C4%99ku

https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Glissando:_wikimaraton_wok%C3%B3%C5%82_kobiet_d%C5%BAwi%C4%99ku
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Glissando:_wikimaraton_wok%C3%B3%C5%82_kobiet_d%C5%BAwi%C4%99ku


Introduction into Wikipedia and its 
community

Presentation of selected pages

General agenda of a workshop

Practical part



5. What does work
before and after 

the first time?



+ community life and fun facts
Introduce to main pillars

and adjust every part accordingly
Be prepared to be flexible 

04

02

01

03
Come with another Wikipedian
Prefer talk-show formula

And answer questions about it at once

Show reader perspective first

Tips and ideas for the workshop



Identify potential direct beneficiaries

one or more examples
Demonstrate first

08

06

05

07
Never add any information without a reference
Teach good habits upfront

remove all doubt

Answer questions first

Tips and ideas for the workshop



Let everyone go at his/her own pace

Limited time is an advantage

12

10

09

11 Show how to find one’s own edits

And leave some time just for it

Conclude the results

Tips and ideas for the workshop

Even if it is 0



6. What to do
during

the first time?



Guide

Skip those that do not want to

Make the people feel comfortable

Have enough tasks and be prepared:
 List reliable online sources
 Books available on the spot
 One or more books with condensed information
 Avoid writing new articles



Correct a typo

Add a reference to a statement you pick 
and show where it is

Simple tasks to ask for (1)

Add a reference to a statement letting them to find 
a good one

Add any statement or citation using an available 
PD glossary or major reference source



Add, extend or correct a photo caption

Correct an information challenged by the 
audience during reading

Simple tasks to ask for (2)

Mark an information as outdated, but keep it

Give a book around and let everyone add some 
information
Dojo formula – similar, but only in one article



Again!

Alexas Fotas from Pixabay, free for commercial use,  no attribution required





Will it 
work 

for my 
groups?

DeniMix from Pixabay, free for commercial use,  no attribution required



*.wiki*.org/wiki/User:Bonvol
Fb:  ldobrowolski

Telegram: leszekd

@leinthecities

Thanks!
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